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Years 7'8 Joints
Find the word or Phrase from

ColumnA

INFLAMMATION

CARTILAGE

LIGAMENTS

EXTENSION

IMMOVABLE

ADDUCTICNI

SYNOVIAL

Revision sheet zword Match

column B thaf best mafches the word in column A

Column B

The largest hinge joint in the body is the

osteoarthritis involves the breakdown of the

Knees, hips, ankles, wrists and shoulders are all example of

synovial

4. No active movement takes place at an

joint.

Joints are usually classified via structure or
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This contains a very important pivot joint'

For movement, the,|fi: 
;"#;"Xmessase 

via the

Joints can be moved bY that work in Patrs '

'Wear and tear' of a joint is called arthritis '

These connect bone to bone'

This is important for the nutrition of joints'

Movementtowardsthemidlineofthebody.

How many bones forrn the wrist?

The bones of immovable joints are separated by a thin layer of

connective tissue'

The term used for bending the limbs al a joint.

Arthritis is signified bY joint

A yelbwish oly fhid that I'rbrbate a i:irt: 
--fluid.

A cfcubr mo/ement aourd a fixed pcint'

This contains an immovable joint'

The term for straightening limbs at a joint
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ars 7-g Joints Revision Sheet 2 Word Match So...
Column A

(16) TNFLAMMATTON
(2) - CARTTLAGE

(10) - LTGAMENTS
(20) EXTENSTON

(4) - TMMOVABLE

(12) - ADDUCTTON
(17) SYNOVTAL

(11) - EXERCTSE
(5) - FUNCTTON

(18) - ROTATTON

(8) - MUSCLES
(15) - FLEXTON

(1e) - CRANTUM

(14) - F TBROUS

Column B

- Arthrlis b sbnifbd by pint

- Osteoarthritis involves the breakdown of the

- These connect bone to bone.

- The term for straightening limbs at a joint.
- No active movement takes place at an
joint.
- Movement towards the midline of the body.

- A yellowish oily fluid that lubricates a joint:
fluid.
- This is important for the nutrition of joints.
- Joints are usually classified via structure or

- A circular movement around a fixed point.
- Joints can be moved by that work in pairs.
- The term used for bending the limbs at a joint.
- This contains an immovable joint.
- The bones of immovable joints are separated by a thin layer of

connective tissue.
(7) - NERVES - For movement, the brain sends a message via the

to the muscles.
(3) JOTNTS

(e) - osrEo
(13) - ErGHT
(1) - KNEE

(6) - NECK

- Knees, hips, ankles, wri ts and shoulders are all example of
synovial

arthritis.

- The largest hinge joint in the body is the
- This contains a very important pivot joint.

- 'Wear and tear' of a joint is called
- How many bones form the wrist?


